UD School of Music Presents the Jazz Chamber Ensembles
Tom Palmer Director
Thursday, April 20, 8pm Gore Hall

Monday 7:30 pm
Moanin’ – Bobby Timmons
Step By Step – Parker Lewis
Nefertiti – Wayne Shorter
Take the “A” Train – Billy Strayhorn
Night In Tunisia – Dizzy Gillespie

Parker Lewis – trumpet
Evan Taylor – saxophone
Logan Slansky – piano
Lawrence Trice – bass
Trevor Otto – drums

Birth of The Cool

Boplicity – Cleo Henry and Gil Evans
Godchild – George Wallington arr. Gerry Mulligan

Trumpet - Alex Holguin
Horn - Noah Farnsworth
Trombone - Rahdeeq Johnson
Tuba - Jackson Duffy
Alto - Alec Lusby
Bari - Stephen Goulet
Piano - Logan Slansky
Drums - Trevor Otto
Bass - Gabe Ford